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ABSTRACT 

Estimating the location ofa free-ranging animal accurately from noisy directional 

data is treated here in this stuch' by using two widely used filtering techniques namely 

Extended Kalman filter and Sampling Importance Resample Particle filter. The 

mathematical model used in this study consists a discrete time linear difference equa

tion. Due to the fact that the measurements are taken every second, time step is 

taken discrete. Both the process noise and the measurement noise are taken to be 

Gaussian white noise. Simulations are carried out to compare the performance of 

both the Extended Kalman filter and the SIR Particle filter for two different sets of 

data. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Using radio telemetr>' for Wildlife research and management is now a widely exer

cised technique used to monitor free-ranging animals in their natural habitat. Starting 

in 1960 using a ver>' small radio transmitter on a cottontail rabbit and a mallard duck 

[6], the radio-tracking of animals in Wildlife research has developed so much since 

then. The advancements in technology, specially in designing small yet longlasting 

and powerful electronic components, have allowed researchers to monitor animals by 

staying at a remote location. The signals received from these radio transmitters are 

corrupted with noise, which will make a discrepancy between the estimation of the 

actual location and the estimated location. The widely applied technique in present 

day wildlife telemetry researches is locating a radio-tagged animal by triangulation. 

The aim of this study is to use Extended Kalman filter and the Particle filtering tech

niques to estimate the location of a free-ranging animal. The measurements for the 

simulations run in this study are taken in the form of bearings since it is the widely 

used measurement in present Wildlife telemetry. 

Radio tracking of wild animals is verj- popular among researchers in North Amer

ica. It is used in studies on almost every species of animals pertaining to behavior, 

daily movements, breeding grounds and migrating patterns [U], etc. Therefore, the 

major considerations in designing and using a radio tracking system should include a 

cost effective and an accurate system. 

The directional finding for wildlife telemetry projects are done in quite a few ways. 

The most common techniques in directional findings are by using Yagi directional 

antennas. They also can be used in different wa\'s such as keeping them totally fixed, 

i.e., no translation as well as no rotation, no translation but rotating the antenna to 

get the direction of maximum signal strength, and a totally mobile antenna, especially 

in the case of homing of animals. In addition to that William W. Cochran et al. in 

[6] has used the above mentioned arrangements of antennas in automatic direction 



finding and Ronald P.Larkin et al. in [14] has experimented a non-rotating automatic 

direction finder. Here he uses an array of six three element yagi antennas fixed at the 

top of a tower and the receiver unit is kept at the base of the tower. These antennas 

and the receiver are connected to a electronic circuit which is connected to a central 

station. This is to change the frequency of the receiver so that it can measure the 

pulses from different transmitters. On the other hand, there are studies done by 

using satellite tracking systems [16] and also global positioning systems which is used 

to track liighh- mobile animals in remote areas. The method that we are using in 

this study is a fixed three-element yagi antenna with freedom to rotate to get the 

maximum signal strength direction. 

Using triangulation to locate a radio-tagged animal is widely used in Wildlife 

telemetry research. Triangulation is the process of finding an estimate for the radio-

tagged target by using two or more directional bearings. In doing so we are only using 

bearings as the measurement and in the ideal case the two bearings should meet at 

a point which is the true location of the animal. But in practice since there is noise 

involved in the measurement, instead of a single point one obtain an area (commonly 

referred to as a confidence area) where the animal is estimated to be positioned. 

When the number of receivers increase the accuracy of the reading tend to rise, even 

though the system becomes somewhat more complicated to deal with [11]. When 

the number of receivers is more than three, statistical estimation is employed to find 

the location. Commonly used statistical methods to calculate the location in wildlife 

researches are Least squares method and Maximum likelihood estimator [l]. White 

and Garrott [11] give a good description of triangulation methods and how to design 

a triangulation system effectively to find tlie location of a tagged animal. Here we 

explore the possibility of applying novel statistical estimation techniques to estimate. 

The basic idea of this thesis is to apply Extended Kalman filtering approach and 

SIR Particle filter tec hnique in estimation and prediction of the location of an animal 

in a radio telemetry project by taking the bearing as the only input to the system. 

Both the EKF and SIR filter have been used extensively in a number of estimation 



problems in control theor>' and in many other fields. EKF is usually applied to gaus

sian distribution problems while the SIR filter can be applied to any distribution 

of noise. S.Sugathadasa in her PhD dissertation [1] used EKF in wildlife telemetry. 

Both these filters are programmed in matlab and apphed to two separate data sets 

to estimate the location of a target. 

1.1 Content of the Thesis 

The second chapter starts b\- introducing Kalman Filter. The first part of the 

chapter is devoted to giving all the equations that are involved in Linear Kalman 

filtering theory and Extended Kalman filtering theory. The latter part of the chapter 

talks about conditions tliat the Extended Kalman filter should satisfy in order for it 

to be stable. Both Theoretical and Practical constraints are explained. In the third 

chapter, Particle filter is introduced. Since tliere are different types of Particle filters 

a common introduction to the theory behind a Particle filter is given followed by a 

detailed introduction of the Sampling Importance Resampling (SIR) Particle filter. 

Chapter III is concluded with an explanation of applying the SIR Particle filter to 

the Wildlife Telemetry problem. Fourth chapter discusses ways of implementation,as 

well as various difficulties encountered in implementing both the Kalman filter and 

the Particle filter. Special attention is given to the implementation of the instruments 

used in the project. Simulations and the results obtained are presented in Chapter 

Y Some concluding remarks are presented in the last chapter. 



CHAPTER II 

NOMENCL.ATURE 

The following nomenclature is used throughout this thesis. 

.4 = (2 X 2)State transition matrix. 

B = (2 X 2)A constant matrix. 

Ck = (2 X l)Linearized measurement at timeifc. 

Kf; — Kalman gain matrix at the kth step. 

Pf. = (2 X 2)Error covariance matrix at time t^. 

Q — Positive definite matrix. 

R = Positive constant. 

Uk = (2 X l)\ 'ector relating to movement of the target(known covariance structure). 

If. — Measurement noise. 

Xf. = (2 X l)Process state vector at timet^. 

x~ = Priori estimate of the state vector. 

x^ = Posteriori estimate of the state vector. 

yf. = (1 X l)Measurement at time/A:-

Q = Actual angle of the target. 

= Angle of offset between two fixed yagi antennas. 

o = Measurement. 

6 = Measured angle of the target, 

r = Ratio of strong and weaker voltages of two yagis. 



CHAPTER HI 

KALMAN FILTER 

3.1 Kalman Filter 

Our aim here is to model a randomly moving target being tracked by a set of fixed 

receivers. Since the target in the problem is going through a random walk and each 

of the angular measurements taken from receiving stations is corrupted by additive 

noise, the system of equations can be considered as follows: 

J't+i = J'/t + Uk (3.1) 

Ok = (H + Vk. (3.2) 

And the process noise, u''k=o,i,..., and measurement noise, v''k=o,i,..., are given as 3.5-

3.7. 

Since the state dynamics go through a random walk the covariance of the state 

after n time steps is equal to n(5+cov(xo). This tends to become large when n 

becomes large. To remedy this the state dynamics are replaced by: 

.r,+i = A.Vk + Buk (3.3) 

Vk = (l)ixk) + Vk. (3.4) 

.A and B are fixed 2 x 2 matrices and we are assuming that A is stable, i.e., eigenvalues 

of A are in open unit disk in the complex plane. A and B are given: 

B 

4>{xk) = arctan ^^n _ ^ly 

Let us take {u'^}k=a,\,... and {v^]k=o,\,... have zero means and the covariances are 



given as: 

cov[uiUj] = S,jQk (3.5) 

COU[L\VJ] = 6,jRk (3.6) 

cov[u,Vj] = 0, (3.7) 

where the d,j is tlie Kronecker delta function. 

So the problem at our hand is to estimate the state vector Xk of the system using 

an appropriate filtering algorithm using output measurements {yk}k=i,2,i-- Since 

standard Kalman filter is applicable only for linear systems, and the system we have 

is non-linear, we have to apply extended Kalman filter. The basic idea of extended 

Kalman filtering is to first replace nonlinearities by linear approximations around the 

current estimates and then use the standard Kalman filter. 

We will first describe standard Kalman filter equations, and then derive the ex

tended Kalman filtering equations. Let us first consider a nominal linear system: 

Tk+i = Axk + Buk (3.8) 

Vk = CkXk + Vk- (3.9) 

Where A. B, C are nonrandom matrices and {uk}k=i,2,3,- and {vk}k=i,2,3,- are 

Gaussian random variables. 

Let's define the estimation error prior to the measurement t^: 

e - = Xk-.r;, 

so that the associated error covariance matrix will be: 

Pk = Ei^k^^kV 

F - = Elixk - .<f){xk - x.f]. 

This will simplify into: 

P,- = AP^k-i)A^ + BQB^. (3.10) 



Similarly posteriori error estimate is given by: 

^•k = Xk-x+, (3.11) 

and the error covariance is gi\eu b>-: 

Pk = E[ekekV = E[{.i-k-.rt)ixk-xtn (3.12) 

To estimate the state of the syst(>m for the kth time step using the measurement 

at (A- - l ) th time step we use a "updating formula." It is given as: 

X. = .r̂  + Kivk - Cfc-r̂ T). (3.13) 

Where K is referred to as the Kalman gain. Updating formula 3.13 describes how 

to filter out state noise from the measurements and estimate the state of the system 

so that the error covariance would be a minimized. Therefore calculating Kalman 

gain at each time step and using it to get the error covariance matrix gives you a very 

accurate estimate for tlie system state. 

By using equation 3.13 on eciuatiou 3.12 we can get: 

Pk = E[ixk-ix]; + Kiyk-CVr,:))){xk-(.r]: + K{yk-CkX^)))^] (3.14) 

Pk = E[ixk-x^+Kiyk-Ck.if)){xk-.T,+K{yk-CkX^)f]. (3.15) 

With a little bit of work it is possible to get an equation for error covariance ma

trix for the k th time step from the measurement at previous time step. The equation 

we would get is: 

Pk = iI~KCk)P;{I-KCkY + KQK^ (3.16) 

.Major diagonal terms of the matrix in 3.16 represents the estimation error vari

ances for the elements of the state vector being estimated. Therefore, to optimize 

the problem we need to find the particular K that minimizes these individual terms 
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along the major diagonal. Using the straightforward differential calculus approach to 

minimize this, we would get: 

— {traccPk) = -2iCkPk-V + 2KiCkPk-Cl + R). (3.17) 

By doing some simplification the Kalman gain K can be shown as: 

A', = P^CjiCkPkCj + R)-' (3.18) 

Then we can get the error covariance matrix associated with the optimal K as: 

Pk = ( / -A-C , )P , r . (3.19) 

Once we found the Kalman gain using equation 3.18 we have to estimate the priori 

system state estimation, f̂ , by considering all the available parameters of [k — 1) th 

time step. Since we have filtered the noise when calculating Kalman gain this priori 

estimation does not have a noise term. It is given as: 

.r,: = .4;rfc_i. (3.20) 

The abo\e mentioned equations are the equations that are involved in a linear 

Kalman filtering algorithm. Once we have an initial location of the target, and once 

get a measurement in a discrete manner, we can estimate the location at the next 

time step by using these equations repeatedly. 



Kalman Gain 
Kk = Prcj(CkP;:cl + R)-^ 

P,- = .4P(,_i).4^ + BQB'^ 

Ax (^-1) 

Estimating Priori error 
covariance matrix 

P, = (/-A-a)P,r 

Update State with 
measurement 

Figure 3.1: Kalman Filter Loop 

Figure 3.1 demonstrates how the Kalman filter algorithm works. After initializa

tion it estimates state values using the recursion shown in the loop. This, Kalman 

Filter loop, was taken from [3]. 

But in our tracking problem we are dealing with a non-linear system instead of 

a linear system. Therefore, we have to accommodate for the non-linearities of the 

system into these Kalman filter equations. In the system we have we are dealing with 

linear state dynamics and non-linear output map. 

In order to construct an extended Kalman filter, we need to linearize the system. 

Linearization can be done by two different methods; linearization about a nominal 

trajectory and linearization about an estimated trajectory. 

Linearization about a nominal trajectory, as name suggests, has a predefined 

trajectory for the system. All we do is find the perturbation of the state of the system 



about this trajectory. Since we already know the nominal trajectory of the system this 

involves less mathematical computations while running a real time simulation. On the 

other hand, if we are anticipating an error at (>ach step that error would accumulate 

to a large value when the simulation is progressing and ultimately discrepancy of the 

real state and the predicted state of the Kalman filter would be a high. 

Linearization about the estimated trajectory, also known as Extended Kalman 

filter, does not have a nominal trajectory. Trajectory of the system state would be 

decided as the simulation progresses taking the state at the previous time step into 

consideration. In other words, wliile the simulation progresses, it takes the estimate 

given by the Kalman filter at the previous time step as the trajectory of the system 

only for the next time step, and it changes the trajectory to a new position once it gets 

a new estimate for the state. Since the method requires updating the trajectory as it 

goes along, obviously it involves much more computational work than the earlier one, 

but the error between the actual state and tlie estimated state would be considerably 

less. 

Since our original system has nonlinearities only in the measurement, linearization 

and finding the estimated state becomes much simpler. The measurement equation 

is: 

y, = arctan 1 1 ^ + . . . (3.21) 

(3.22) 

Let us suppose that the n*'' receiver is located at p„ = (Pi,^?) and the target is 

at X = {xl,xl) for the time step tfc. Then the nominal angular measurement of the 

n*'' measuring station is: 
CP" — X^) 

(f){xk) = arctan , ^ _ ^\^ 

Therefore, 

Vk = (Pi^k) +Vk-

Finding the .Jacobian with respect to the previous estimate by the Kalman filter 
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will gi\-e 

Ck = f ^ - ^ ' l I _.+ 
\ 9 x i ' 3x2/ ^~^k-i 

(3.23) 

OCkjx) 
Ox \ Oil dxn 

-^). (3.24) 

Once we find an estimate of the state i'^_i, the linear approximation of the output 

map given in 3.23 is used in the Kalman filter equations to estimate the state for the 

next time step. In the following table the Extended Kalman Filter equations are 

summerized. 

Table 3.1: Discrete Kalman Filter Equations 

X'ariable Name 

System Model 

Measurement Model 

Covariances 

Predicted State 

Linearization 

Predicted .Measurement 

Priori Error covariance matrix 

Kalman Gain 

Posteriori Error covariance matrix 

Estimation of the State 

Equation 

Xk+i = Axk + Buk 

Vk = (!>{•>'k) + Vk 

cov[u,Uj\ = S^jQk 

c()v[v^Vj\ = 8,jRk 

cov[uiuf\ = 0 

K = Ax(k-i) 

Ck = Bxt_,) 

yk = yk- Ckxi 

Pk = -^Pi-k-i)^^ + Cik-,)QCfk.,) 

Kk = PkCl{CkPkCl + R)-' 

Pk = i l - KCk)Pk 

K =^k +K{yk-CkXl) 

11 



3.2 Stability of the Kalman Filter 

In this section we are going to discuss the stability of both the Kalman filter and 

the Extended Kalman filter. Since we are going to implement the Extended Kalman 

filter in a real time wildlife telemetry problem, we need to consider both the theoretical 

stabilit}' and the stability- issues that we have to consider when implementing the 

system practically. 

First we will consider theoretical stability. The covariance matrix of the estimation 

uncertainty characterizes the theoretical performance of the Kalman filter. If its 

characteristic values are growing without bound, then the theoretical performance of 

the Kalman filter is said be diverging. 

The system we are considering here is: 

Xfc+i = Axk + Buk 

ijk = (t>U'k) + Vk-

where covariances of both process and observation noises: 

cov[uiuf\ = S,jQk 

cov[viVj] = 5,jRk 

C0V[U,Vj] 0. 

In the above system equation, .A is a nonsingular matrix and we select A, B and C 

such that (A,B) is controllable and (CA) is observable. 

In her PhD dissertation, S.Sugathadasa [1] considered this system and she proved 

that the covariance of the estimation error of the extended Kalman filter for this 

system is bounded above and below by positive definite matrices. 

Now we will consider the stability of the system when it is implemented. The 

importance of considering the stability of the practicaUy implemented system is due 

to the fact that the actual performances of most of the systems do not agree with 

12 



the theoretical performance, i.e., we cannot predict the convergence, divergence and 

nonconvergence of the filter just by looking at the covariance matrix of the estimation 

error. Most of these ideas and details are taken from [2] and [3]. 

Nonconvergency of the practical implementation could be of two main types; which 

are predictable and nonpredictable. As the name suggests predictable causes for the 

nonconvergencies can be identified beforehand by looking at the system equations. For 

instance, if the system is unobservable then it is unlikely that the system is going to 

converge. Most of the time the unobservability could reside inside the structure of the 

system we are dealing with but occasionally unobservability occur due to poor choice 

of sampling rates. In addition to unobservability of the system, the nonconvergence 

could happen due to natural behavior. That is the covariance matrix of the estimation 

uncertainty could converge to a constant other than zero. 

The unpredictable nonconvergence could happen in many ways. The most com

mon wa>- is b>- pro\iding bad and erroneous data to the Kalman filter [2]. This could 

occur while the filter is running that is the measurement could give a exogenous value 

to the filter, or a bad initial estimation, by mistake. Even though, the truly linear 

Kalman filter has the ability to recover from bad data in finite time, in theory, in 

practice it has limitations of recovering in finite time. The reason could be either the 

time period is too short or the Kalman gain matrix may be rapidly converging to

wards its steady state value. On the other hand, unpredictable nonconvergence could 

occur due to mismodelling of the actual system and also due to numerical rounding 

off errors [2]. 

13 



CHAPTER IV 

PARTICLE FILTER 

From late 1960s, Monte Carlo methods have been used in filtering problems for 

filtering out noisy s>stem data [7]. But the interest has surged due to the invention 

of class of filters called Particle Filters in 1993 by N.J.Gordon [20]. 

The problem of tracking the system state in Bayesian estimation method, is to 

recursively calculate the state Xk from the measurement {yk}i:k accurately. Thus it 

is required to construct the pdf p(xk \ yi.k). If the initial pdf is available, i.e., if 

p(xo I yo) known in principle p{xk \ yi.k) can be found [9]. 

Once the filter has the pdf of (/c — 1) step it starts the prediction phase. Prediction 

phase involves using the process model to obtain the prior pdf of the state at time k 

via the Chapman-Kolmogorov equation [9]: 

p{j^k 1 yv.k) = / ip{-''k I Xk-i)){p{xk-i I yi;k))dxk-i. (4.1) 

At time k, the system will get a new measurement yk and this is used to update 

the above selected sample points. It can be shown from Bayes' rule [9] that: 

f I ^ PiVk I Xk)p{Xk I yv.k-l) ,. ^̂  
P[Xk yi:k) = 7 , ^ l4-2) 

P{yk I yi:A:-l) 

where the: 

p{yk I yv.k) = / {piVk I Xk)){pixk-i \ yi:k-i))dxk-i. (4.3) 

The equation 4.3 depends on the likelihood function p{yk \ Xk). But the integral 

in the denominator of the equation 4.2 is intractable. Because of this fact the other 

techniques such as Particle filters are used to find the estimation. 

The Particle filters are mainly being used to track a variable of interest as it 

evolves over time, typically with a non-Gaussian probability distribution function 

(pdf). The basis of the Particle Filter is to construct a sample-based representation 

of the entire pdL To do this it randomly picks up a swarm of points from the sample 

14 



space and approximates the posterior densities by these swarm of points [7]. These 

random points are called particles. The Particle filter also uses the same technique as 

Bayesian estimation theory- except that it employs importance sampling to estimate 

the state of the variable [17] 

The Particle filter algorithm uses the system equation and the process noise dis

tribution to get the sample of particles. Once the filtering algorithm has the random 

points or particles it uses importance sampling to assign an appropriate weight to 

each of the particles. This weight of any particle gives the probability of that par

ticle being close to the correct state. Once the weight is evaluated it is normahzed 

and multiplied with the particle and summing it up would give the estimate. After 

the estimation particles are checked for their weights again and eliminate the low 

probabilit>- weights from the sample. This step is called resampling. 

There are many algorithms used in Particle filtering and we selected the Sampling 

Importance Resampling (SIR) filter since the assumptions required to use the SIR 

Particle filter are very weak. In order to use the SIR filter you need to know the 

systems dynamics or the state equation, the measurement function and the likehhood 

function {piyk \ Xk)). The first two functions are required in order to get the particles 

and process noise in prediction phase while the later function is used to find weights 

to estimate the posterior state. The next section deals with theory behind SIR filter 

and most of the ideas are taken from [7]. 

4.1 Introduction to SIR Filter 

The basis for most of the .Monte Carlo methods is Sequential Importance Sam-

pling(SIS) algorithm. The SIR method we are going to used in the wildlife telemetry 

project can easily be derived from SIS method. Therefore, we will discuss about SIS 

method first. Since the SIS method is a Bayesian estimation method, it also has 

three important stages. They are: Sampling, Prediction and Resample. The process 

is described below. 

Let {xQ-k, 'Wk}iii is the random points drawn to develop the algorithm. Here the x 
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are the state points, set of support points in the pdf, and the w are weight associated 

with each of the selected particle. These weights are normalized such that '^^wl — 1. 

Then the posterior densit>- at k is given by: 

M 

P{XO:k I yi:k) ~ 5 Z H<^(-''0:^- " 3^0:̂ )- (4-4) 
1 = 1 

The weights in the abo\e equation are selected using importance sampling [9]. 

The principle is we are supposing p(x) oc 7r(x) is a probability density from which it 

is difficult to draw samples, but for which 7r(x) can be evaluated. This is called the 

proposal density, which can easily be sampled from is chosen. The only condition 

that should satisfy is that support of the proposal density should contain the support 

of the pdf we need to find. Also let .r' ~ g(x) where the q{:c) is called the importance 

density. Then: 

M 

pix) ft; ^ iv'Six - .r') (4.5) 
! = 1 

where, 

w' ^ ^—{ (4.6) 
qix') 

Therefore, if the samples are drawn from qix) the weights in equation 4.6 are: 

, . oc 4^1414 . (4.7) 

At each iteration, one could have samples constituting as approximation to 

p{xo:k-i I Vi.k-i), and want to approximate p(xo:fc-i ] yi.k-i) with a new set of samples 

it is possible to draw x^^ ~ qi^O:k\y,,) by augmenting the existing sample 

^ok-i '" <l{^o:k-i I yi:k-i) with the new state x^ ~ qixk \ Xo.k-uyv.k) if the importance 

density is chosen to factorize: 

q{xo:k I yv.k) = qi^k I xo:k-i,yv.k)q{xo:k-i I yv.k-l)- (4-8) 

To find the weight update function: 

, I ^ pjyk I xo.,k,yv.k-i)pixo:k I yv.k-l) ( - . Q N 
pyxo-.k yv.k) = -,—I ^ ^^•^' 

piVk I yvk-i) 
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This will simplify into: 

p{-ro:k I yv.k) ^ p{yk I Xk)piXk \ Xk^l)pixo,k-l I yi:k-i). (4.10) 

Therefore, ff we substitute 4.8 and 4.10 into 4.7, the weights update equation can 

then be shown as [9]: 

(li-^'k\-^''o:k-vyik)q{x'o,k-i\yvk-i) 

= , „ ; . _ , ! * ^ i £ i M f ^ . (4.12) 
qU-'kl-r'ok-vyvk) 

The equation 4.12 can be modified as: 

9 ( 4 I 4:/c-i'yfc) 

Once the weights are updated by equation 4.13 it possible to estimate the state 

by equation 4.4. The common prol)lem of using this algorithm is that after a few 

iterations, most of the particles will have negligible weights. This phenomenon is 

called Degeneracy phenomenon. To eliminate that we used resampling. Resampling 

generates new set of particles by using the posterior density, equation 4.4. There are 

many ways \ou can resample the method we are discussing here is resampling with 

replacement. In this after the estimation you check all the weights of the particles 

and eliminate the ones are with low weight and proceed with the particles that have 

higher weights. The criterion for resampling can be selected as when the significant 

degeneracy is observed. To check this we use the effective sample size given by: 

M 

1 + Variwl] 

and this can be apprcjximated by: 

1 

A^e// = . . . : . , . (4.14) 

E t = i « ) 

Once the observed degeneracy is greater than Ne/j SIS algorithm resample the 

weights. 
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The SIR method that we are using here in the problem is almost same with the 

SIS method that was gi^en above. There are two differences in SIR and SIS methods; 

those are 

1. In SIR the importance density is chosen to be the prior density. 

2. Resampling step is done after every time index. 

Following is an algorithm for SIR method. 

a) Initialization 

At this step filter is initialized, i.e., a sample of size M is taken by the prior at 

time tl. This starts tlie filtering step of the algorithm. 

b) PrelimincU-ies 

Assume that we are at k^^step and we have the prior distribution of the system 

state. So it is possible to draw { 4 _ I } J = I , - - , M from p{xk-i | i'fc_i) where 1';̂  = 

{y}i, i.e.. from the prior pdf 

c) Prediction 

Sample .M values of noise {u4}fii from the distribution Uk. Use these values 

and the sample from the earlier state to get the new swarm of points {xl^,^_^}fii 

from the systems equation. 

d) Filtering 

Evaluate the weight(u;fc) for each 2;̂ /̂ ._^ by using the likelihood function of the 

system. These weights are then normalised as given by the equation 4.13 Thus 

define a discrete distribution and assigns probability to each of the particles. 

e) Resampling 

Resample independently at the end of each posterior prediction from the distri

bution obtained at that stage. Those will give {X^_I},=I,...,A/ form an approxi

mate sample from pixk \ ^k)-
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4.2 SIR Filter for Wildlife Telemetry Problem 

The wildlife telemetry problem we are dealing here comes under the Bearings-only 

tracking models because the only measurement we are measuring is the angle between 

the transmitter and a pre-defined direction. The system equations are given by: 

Xk+i = Axk + Buk 

yk = CkXk -+• Vk. 

where: 

.4 
1 0 

0 1 
, B = 

/O.l 0.0 

l o . O 0 .1 

,•2 _ p 2 

Cfc(x) = arctan ( 4 ^ ) . 
4 - Pi 

Both the process and the measurement noises are assumed to be Gaussian. 

Once you have the system equations you just have to follow the procedure given 

in section 4.1 in order to use SIR Particle filter to the above mentioned problem. 

Since the process is taken to be a Gaussian distribution the initiahzation, drawing 

the initial random sample, of the filter can be easily done. Similarly at the A;*'' step it 

is possible to draw both the sample state and noise points from the prior pdf. Once 

you have these they are substituted to the state equation and obtain the Xk/k~i- Then 

using the function form of the likelihood function we can calculate piyk | 4 / A : - I ) f*-*̂  

the drawn sample. The measurement noise is considered to be normally distributed 

with mean zero and the variance is a. .At any given time if we take the state to be 
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x^ - p2 
y^ = arctan ( - f - - ^ ) x , + ^ „ 

where, 

Vj - K(0 ,a) . 

Therefore, for that particular step arctan ( g ^ ) x , is a constant and hence: 

;.2 _ p 2 

mean = arctan ( ^ ^)xj-

Thus the normal distribution function would look like; 

j_ —{x — mean)^ 

fix) = ^ = - e (̂-)̂  
v27rCT 

This is the Likelihood function for the SIR Particle filter. 

The next step is to evaluate the Importance weights. Since we have the Likelihood 

function, the weights can be found as: 

p{yk I 4 A - I ) 
Wi. = 

E;=iP(y^l4A-i) 

.After this step we need to find the estimation. It is done by: 

At 

M *̂  = TjT.^-
1=1 

The final step in SIR Particle filter algorithm is Resampling step. This is done in or

der to eliminate particles with low probability, or its assigned weight. In SIR method 

we are resample the particles with replacement, i.e., particles with higher probability 

or the weight are propagated to the next stage. loannis M. Rekleitis [10] explains this 

resampling step very well and gives algorithms as well. 
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CHAPTER V 

PRACTICAL IMPLEMENTATION 

In this chapter, we are going to discuss various difficulties and challenges faced 

when implementing the above formulated wildlife tracking problems in the real world. 

Our main aim here is to setup a small-scale tracking problem which would incorporate 

main features of an actual wildlife tracking problem. 

The instruments used to accomplish this task include a transmitter (manufac-

ture:A\'M, frequency is 148.490 KHz), receiver (manufacture:AVM and compatible 

with the frequency rage of the transmitter), and a three-element Yagi antenna (which 

is used to find the direction of the signal emitted by the transmitter). Transmitting 

unit includes a power supph-, a transmitting antenna, a wire to attach the device to 

the animal and a transmitter. The transmitter signal frequency is one second. The 

receiving unit consists of a power supply (has a built in battery, but can be used with 

AC as well) various measurement and signal smoothing equipments and a speaker. 

Yagi antenna is used to find the direction of the maximum received signal strength, 

and is connected to the receiver. The antenna used in this experiment had three 

elements and was movable. Wlien doing the experiment the transmitter was taken 

away from the antenna and the maximum received signal strength was recorded for 

each point of observation. Even though the antenna was movable the experiment was 

done by keeping it in a fixed point. The maximum direction of the signal was noted 

by rotating the antenna. The Receiver is useful not only because it identifies the 

signal, but also it helps to make the signal quality more suitable by smoothing the 

signal from noise media. This can be achieved in many ways such as changing the 

gain or volume. This signal is then connected to a DSpace board (Serial No:17807-4) 

which makes the necessary conversions and make the data available to the computer 

where the filtering algorithms are run. 

Out of software and hardware used to run filtering algorithm, the ControlDesk 

played the main role. ControlDesk has many advantages over many other real-time 
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simulation software environments because it has a variety of virtual instruments to 

prototype digital media. The set of virtual ControlDesk instruments for data acquisi

tion, graphing, recording and data capture, make the task of recording and analyzing 

real-time systems more easier. Even though the DSpace gives a very good user inter

face, all the programs that were transformed into DSpace were written in either by 

Simlulink or Matlab. The reason is, in order to program the algorithms in Dspace, one 

must build it in Simulink and build the respective DSpace program; this is far easier 

than building the program directly in Dspace, Simulink contains different toolboxes 

for different types of objects that one might need in the program (for instance if you 

need to include a source or an input into the program, you can find different sources 

that you use in building block diagrams for control systems in the sources toolbox). 

Once you select all the items that will make up the necessary program and set all 

the parameters, the necessary files to run that program in DSpace can be created. 

This program build up is done by using the Real-Time Interface (RTI) and Target 

Language Compiler (TLC). Once the DSpace program is built and parameters are 

set, the real-time simulation can be run. 

5.1 Implementing the Kalman Filter 

As mentioned in section 3.2, even though a theoretical construct of a Kalman 

filter must converge, a practical implementation of it may not converge to the value 

we desire. There are many potential causes for this display. If the non-convergence is 

due to bad data, it is possible to recover the system by using a bad data detector for 

the main program. This can be thought of as some sort of a pre-filter which rejects 

the bad data before it contaminates the estimate. The most important thing in mak

ing a bad data detector is what parameter we should inspect in order to identify bad 

data.Inspecting the error covariance matrix or Kalman filter gain it is not possible to 

identify bad data since these are not affected by data. But it is possible to use either 

the state estimator or the innovation sequence of the Kalman filter to identify bad 

data. Out of the above two, inspecting innovation for sudden jumps is much more 
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useful because the bad data can be discarded before it spoil the estimate [2]. 

C, ^J^ Discrete 
filter 

Discrete Kalman 
Filter 

Figure 5.1: Discrete Bad-data Detector implementation 

The above figure illustrates how to use a bad data detector in a discrete Kalman 

filtering system. This figure was taken from the [2]. 

Innovation of the system was taken as the inspecting parameter for this particular 

project. In order to identify bad data you have to gi\'e an upper bound and a lower 

bound to the innovation. This bound was calculated considering a maximum speed 

of movement for the target and the data is rejected if the corresponding innovation 

is not inside the lower and upper bounds. Using a bad data detector would eliminate 

bad data from getting into the system and spoiling the estimate but on the other 

hand, it would make the system more complicated. That is due to the fact that, in 

order to run the simulation, Kalman filtering algorithm, it is required to set to sample 

times for both the bad data detector and the Kalman filtering algorithm if the system 

is real time. 

For instance, let us assume that the target moves in a miles per hour. Since we 

are using radio telemetry equipment and the bearing measured is considered to be 
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normally distributed [11] gives a confidence interval of 0.95 then the angle of the 

confidence interval would be ±1.96 * a for bearing measurements [11]. 

Since the sample time for the bad data filter is one second converting it to meters 

per second will give you the maximum distance in meters that the target could travel 

between two consecutiAe samples. That would give: 

R - ^ 
p = arcsin — 

dk 
: = ; 5 - h l . 9 6 * a . 

Then, 

y(k+i) -Qfc+ i ) * -^ik+i) l< 2 * a , 

where 

5.2 Implementing Particle Filter 

Implementing the Particle filter algorithm for this problem was done by using 

ReBEL or [8]. ReBEL is the abbreviation for Recursive Bayesian Estimation Library. 

It is a source code library written in .Matlab codes by R.Van Der Merwe of Ore

gon Graduate Institute. ReBEL contains programs for generating both process and 

measurement noises and to estimate the state of the system by using the Particle 

filter. The noise source generator used here is a Gaussian noise source while the type 

of Particle filter used here is of SIR Particle filter. The system you are planning 

to simulate, find estimation by using ReBEL, should be defined to the system in a 

particular manner so that the system could enhance the information that it requires 

from the user defined model. The advantage of using this library is that the user do 
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not have to worry about the programming different filtering algorithms but only need 

to concentrate on defining the system and Inputs/Outputs carefully. In addition to 

the SIR particle filter this library has some other filtering algorithms as well and the 

user can use anyone of them just by defining the system once. 

In defining the system in ReBEL the user have to write two separate codes namely 

General State Space Model(GSSM) and the main program. In the GSSM program 

user need to define the s\stem information. First thing you have to define is whether 

there is any non linearity in the system and if there is where it is, i.e., whether the non-

linearity is in process, in the measurement or both of these are non-linear. Second, 

we need to give what tyj^e of measurement we are giving to the system and any 

restrictions of that measurement, especially when there is an angular measurement. 

Once you do that you have to define the system including the dimensions and noise 

types. This is the important part in this whole program because entire results and 

even the convergence of the filter depends on this system definition. After that you 

need to define various mathematical equations that is used in different subprograms 

you are deahng in the main program. These include Likehhood function. Innovation 

and prior function which will useful in Particle filtering. 
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5.3 Tracking System Implementation 

The Tracking devkvs considered here contains a TVansmitter, Receiver and a 

directional \ ag i antenna. Out of these using the directional Yagi antenna to get the 

proper direction of the transmitter, which is attached to the target, is ubiquitous in 

practice, but not well studied in the wildlife telemetry literature. 

Cochran et al. has done some work on using yagi antennas in direction finding for 

wildlife telemetry. In their paper [6] the}- ha^-e set up the directional antennas is three 

separate ways and found the mean and standard deviation of measurements in an area 

without complicated terrain, i.e., land without refiection-producing obstructions. The 

three set ups tlie>- used were an arra>- of six stationary three-element Yagi antennas 

pointed at 60 deg intervals to cover 360 deg, two six-element yagis mounted at the 

ends of a 1.35-wavelength boom pointed in the same direction and the last set up had 

was similar to the second except that the antennas were connected to the wavelength 

boom 180 deg out of phase for boresight null. From the three set-ups, the first two 

were controlled automatically and the last one was manually operated. Since the 

manually operated one is fixed 180 deg out of phase wjien pointed to the maximum 

signal direction it would give a null peak. 

Even though the first set-up uses six three-ehnneiit A'̂ agis, [6] says the pattern of 

the signal repeats every 60° and because of that it is possible to test performance 

by two A'̂ agis mounted with their directions of maximum response 60° apart. To 

find the boresight direction it is required to measure the voltage of the signal and 

the boresight is the direction where you get same voltage reading from both of the 

antennas. Further they found that the offset angle 7 is given by: 

7 = 27.6(arctan(0.877*(r-l)))°-*^\ (5.1) 

where r is the ratio of the stronger voltage to the weaker voltage of the voltages from 

the two Yagi antennas. 

Importance of the above findings to this project is that we also need to find the 

direction of the target or the transmitter by using a single three-element Yagi an-
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tenna. To achieve this, finding the maximum signal strength, first we got the voltage 

measurements b\' fixing the antenna and moving the transmitter. This was done in 

a location with minimal reflection-producing obstructions. The location was an open 

land and can be considered as a grass land where an animal could graze. To mea

sure the voltages a digital oscilloscope (Tektronix,TDS220,model no:C035115) was 

used and the distances were measured by using a Global Positioning System (GPS) 

unit(model:.Ashtech ProMark2). The locations were taken at random according the 

expected radiation pattern of the A'agi antenna. 
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Table 5.1: G P S and Spherical coordinates 

latitude 

-101.89723 

-101.89732 

-101.89726 

-101.89737 

-101.89704 

-101.89688 

-101.89747 

-101.89726 

-101.89702 

-101.89746 

-101.89751 

-101.89755 

-101.89765 

-101.89770 

-101.89729 

-101.89716 

-101.89700 

-101.89684 

-101.89771 

-101.89785 

-101.89790 

-101.89800 

-101.89794 

-101.89747 

-101.89728 

-101.89715 

-101.89790 

longitude 

33.58471 

33.58483 

33.58499 

33.58470 

33.58466 

33.58461 

33.58485 

33.58457 

33.58445 

33.58452 

33.460 

33.58470 

33.58488 

.33..585 

33.58445 

33.58439 

33.58428 

33.58422 

33.58436 

33.58451 

.33.58471 

33.58486 

33.58501 

33.58419 

33.58415 

33.58403 

33.58429 

X 

-1093.43848 

-1093.48649 

-1093.49317 

-1093.48641 

-1093.47066 

-1093.45673 

-1093.50013 

-1093.50728 

-1093.49155 

-1093.48222 

-1093.47104 

-1093.51025 

-1093.51320 

-1093.51545 

-1093.52252 

-1093.52587 

-1093.49578 

-1093.48496 

-1093.47177 

-1093.45812 

-1093.5.340 

-1093.54526 

-1093.54805 

-1093.55562 

-1093.54758 

-1093.51516 

-1093.49901 

y 

-5190.20099 

-5190.21111 

-5190.20227 

-5190.19363 

-5190.21766 

-5190.22379 

-5190.20883 

-5190.19780 

-5190.21825 

-5190.223.53 

-5190.22981 

-5190.21785 

-5190.20976 

-5190.20176 

-5190.19267 

-5190.18407 

-5190.22523 

-5190.223162 

-5190.24116 

-5190.24771 

-5190.22315 

-5190.21101 

-5190.19809 

-5190.18686 

-5190.17920 

-5190.23741 

-5190.24383 

of points considered. 

z 

3522.05835 

3522.02852 

3522.03948 

3522.05431 

3522.02378 

3522.01908 

3522.02765 

3522.04169 

3522.01644 

3522.01155 

3522.00576 

3522.01121 

3522.02222 

3522.03330 

3522.04452 

3522.05614 

3522.00483 

3521.99877 

3521.98881 

3521.98339 

3521.99584 

3522.01041 

3522.02860 

3522.04279 

3522.05658 

3521.98087 

3521.97642 

voltage(/V) 

2.4 

2.02 

2.92 

2.82 

1.52 

1.21 

0.32 

0.53 

2.22 

0.68 

0.32 

0.25 

0.23 

0.24 

0.28 

0.48 

0.375 

0.12 

0.1 

0.12 

0.09 

0.18 

0.16 

0.07 

0.14 

0.1 

0.04 
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The coordinates are converted to spherical coordinates by modelling the earth as 

a sphere of radius 6367km. 

(t> = 7r/2 - north latitude 

9 = west longitude 

X = 6367 * cosiO) * sin{(j)) 

y = 6367 * .sini9) * sinicj)) 

z = 6367 * cos((/)). 

Usually the GPS coordinates are given in the form DD MAI SS.OO. Where DD 

means degrees and MM means minutes and SS are seconds. These data were then 

converted to the form DDD.DDDD using the following formula. 

DDD.DDDD=DD^'-1^ + '-^ 
60 3600 

Once you used this in the data obtained from the GPS equipment you will get the 

latitude and longitude as given in Table 5.1. The following table gives the latitude, 

longitude, spherical coordinate and the voltage measured at each point. 
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CHAPTER VI 

SIMUL.ATION AND RESULTS. 

Simulations are done for two sets of data. The respective sets of data is given as 

examples. The standard deviations of the measurment devices for different distances 

from the measuring tower are taken from [6]. Those values are given in the following 

table. 

Table 6.1: Changes in standard deviation and mean with distance from the measuring 

tower for manually operated A âgi antenna. 

Distance (/m) 

300 

375 

590 

920 

1150 

1750 

2100 

2500 

3000 

Standard deviation 

{<r) 

0.01 

0.02 

0.02 

0.10 

0.15 

0.20 

0.28 

0.80 

2.32 

mean 

0 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

0.00 

+0.01 

0.00 

+0.01 

+0.06 
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Example 1. This example uses Extended Kalman Filter (EKF) algorithm to 

estimate the state. Number of observation points or measuring towers are limited 

to one in this particular example. The data points for this example was taken from 

at random from Table 5.1. The measurements were taken before using them on 

the filter, i.e., the system is not real time. Even though the voltage measurements 

were also taken, the angle subtended by the point in consideration with a predefined 

reference line was given to the EKF algorithm as its input. The reason for that is 

measuring the angle is the widely used method in wildlife telemetry and it requires 

less sophisticated instruments. Standard deviation values given on table 6.1 were 

used for the algorithm. 

Table 6.2 gives the coordinates of the points selected, the angle between the point 

and a predefined line. The location of the antenna is -101.89674 west latitude and 

33.585031 north longitude. 

Results obtained by the Extended Kalman filter for the data on Table 6.2 is given 

on 
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Table 6.2: Coordinates and Angles of data points. 

X 

-1093.45673242556 

-1093.47103867145 

-1093.47177320027 

-1093.45812166637 

-1093.47177320027 

-1093.48495914474 

-1093.49577776464 

-1093.49577776464 

-1093.49577776464 

-1093.51025008445 

-1093.51320025099 

-1093.50728346593 

-1093.50728346593 

-1093.50728346593 

-1093.50012870619 

-1093.51025008445 

-1093.54526211204 

-1093.54805450035 

-1093.55562207687 

-1093.55502267687 

-1093.55562267687 

-1093.54526211264 

-1093.55311913994 

-1093.5525641.3994 

-1093.55311913994 

>' 

-5190.22378585706 

-5190.22981103622 

-5190.24115608580 

-5190.24771400719 

-5190.24115608580 

-5190.23102494526 

-5190.22522717428 

-5190.22522717428 

-5190.22522717428 

-5190.21785039280 

-5190.20976012596 

-5190.19779743753 

-5190.19779743753 

-5190.19779743753 

-5190.20883221778 

-5190.21785039280 

-5190.21101458070 

-5190.19808950421 

-5190.18686204898 

-5190.18686204898 

-5190.18686204898 

-5190.21101458076 

-5190.22324992734 

-5190.22426592734 

-5190.22324992734 

Angle (/rad) 

0.62520000000 

0.50790000000 

0.58440000000 

0.76150000000 

0.58440000000 

0.36670000000 

0.19600000000 

0.19600000000 

0.19600000000 

0 

-0.15670000000 

-0.32260000000 

-0.50780000000 

-0.38710000000 

-0.38710000000 

-0.38710000000 

-0.11260000000 

0 

-0.18600000000 

-0.37790000000 

-0.54020000000 

-0.54020000000 

-0.54020000000 

-0.18600000000 

-0.04591000000 
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Figure 6.1: x Coordinates for one receiving station. 

Figure 6.2: y Coordinates for one receiving station. 
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Example 2. This example also uses with EKF for the state estimation. The 

different is number of measuring points or antennas have been used than the first 

example. The number of antennas are increased to three. The following tables contain 

both coordinates of the antenna locations and angles measured by respective antenna 

at each point that target moves during its random walk. The angles are in degrees and 

the coordinates are in Universal Transverse Mercator (UTM). This data is taken from 

[1] pp63 — 65 and was generated assuming the target is moving randomly according 

to Gaussian distribution. 

Table 6.3 contains the coordinates of three antennas in UTM, while Table 6.4 has 

the azimuth angles of consecutive measurements of the target. 

Table 6.3: Locations of three antennas. 

Receiver 

1 

2 

3 

x-coordinate 

746917 

748353 

748212 

y-coordinate 

439147 

4390596 

4392147 
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Table 6.4: .Angles from three antennas. 

Angle 1 

121 

71 

95 

109 

119 

86 

99 

74 

81 

93 

70 

71 

85 

87 

45 

Angle2 

-68 

-34 

-12 

-47 

-57 

-33 

-30 

-45 

-34 

-22 

-76 

-50 

-23 

-20 

-23 

Angle3 

211 

234 

188 

197 

201 

215 

203 

177 

254 

189 

230 

211 

209 

214 

212 
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EKF tor Bearing only tracking 

Figure 6.3: Comparison of x Coordinates for three receiving stations. 

EKF tor Beanng only (racking 

Figure 6.4: Comparison of y Coordinates for three receiving stations. 
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Example 3. This example uses same data given in 6.2 and uses the SIR Parti

cle filter to estimate and predict. The number of observation dimension is taken to 

be one and the antenna location is taken as -101.89674 west latitude and 33.585031 

north longitude. The only measurement we are inputting to the system is the bearing 

measured by the antenna.When the particle size is 1500 in the Particle filter one set 

of estimation is taken and then the particle number is increased to 10000 and the 

second set of estimations were taken. 

Beanngs-Only Tracking Target Trajectory 

- • - True X 
-©- Estmated > 

Figure G.5: Comparison of x Coordinates for Particle filter (1500 particles). 
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-519019 

-5190 2 

S -5190.21 

1 
>•-5190.22 

-5190 23 

-519024 

-•— True y 
-©- Estimated y 

" / 1 f' 

- \ / 

V / 

Beannga-Only Tracking Target Trajectory 

Time step t 

Figure 6.6: Comparison of y Coordinates for Particle filter(1500 particles). 

Beanngs-Only Tracking Target Trajectory 

Figure 6.7; Comparison of x Coordinates for Particle filter (10000 particles). 
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Figure 6.8: Comparison of y Coordinates for Particle filter(10000 particles). 

Example 4. In this example SIR particle filter algorithm is being used to the 

data given in 6.4. i.e., azimuth readings obtained by three different receiving stations 

at the locations given in Table 6.3. These three angles are given in degrees therefore, 

it has to be converted into radians before inputting into the SIR Particle filter algo

rithm. Since the problem has three different inputs for the same location, the particle 

filter algorithm becomes more complicated. The results obtained are given below. 
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Beanngs-Only Tracking Target Trajectory 

Time step t 

Figure 6.9: Comparison of y Coordinates for Particle filter-3 rec.(1500 particles). 

Beanngs-Only Tracking Target Trajectory 

Time step I 

Figure 6.10: Comparison of bearings for Particle filter-3 rec.(1500 particles). 
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of x Coordinates for Particle filter-3 rec.(10000 particles). 

Beanngs-Only Tracking Particle tiller 3 Receivers 

Figure 6.12: Comparison of y Coordinates for Particle filter-3 rec.(10000 particles). 
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CHAPTER VII 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

From the two filters, EKF and SIR Particle filter, we used in the above wildlife 

telemetry project it was clear that both of them gave a reasonable estimation for the 

problem in our hand. Furthermore the advantage about them is their simplicity and 

usability of the filter even for the problems that you can not use triangulation such 

as locating the target by one antenna. 

Out of the two filters the SIR Particle filter estimated the target within just few 

centimeters and when the number of particles considered are high it gave a more close 

answer to the actual answer. On the other hand, we could observe that the EKF is 

converging to the actual value as the simulation progresses but could not come so close 

to the actual value as the particle filter would do. The reason for this is that EKF 

uses linearization of the non-linear measurement term and because of that an error 

occurs in the estimation. Even though this is of order two it causes the estimation 

to sway from the actual value. .At the same time Particle filter does not linearize 

the system and also picks a sample from the prior state distribution and evaluate the 

estimate. This sample size is equal to the number of particles selected so when the 

number of particles increase the estimation tends to approximate the correct value. 

Another advantage of the particle filter over EKF is that it can be used in any noise 

distribution where as EKF can only be used with Gaussian noise distribution. 

If we consider about the number of measurements that is necessary to estimate 

the state with higher accuracy, it is clear that tlie more measurements the higher the 

accuracy. Considering the two sets of measurements we picked we can see this. When 

vou pick only one set of measurements the filters had difficult time converging but 

when you give three sets of measurements they converge to the actual value much 

faster. 
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